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Searching for people

• Knowledge workers spend around 25% of their time searching for 
information

- 99% report using other people as information sources

- 14.4% of their time is spent on this (56% depending on your definition)

- Why do people search for other people? (Hertzum & Pejtersen, 2005)

‣ Search documents to find relevant people

‣ Search people to find relevant documents

• Expertise search engines support this need for people search

- Searching for people instead of documents
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Introduction
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“machine learning” “speech recognition”



Why is expertise search useful?

• Industry

- Enables rapid formation of project teams

- Easier to respond to market threats or opportunities

- Helps simulate effects of gain/loss of expertise

• Academia

- Makes experts more findable for our communication advisors and media

- Facilitates intra- and inter-university research collaboration

- Supports finding the most appropriate thesis supervisors

- Matching reviewers to papers & project proposals
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Historical solution: expertise databases

• Manually constructing a database of people’s expertise

- Similar to describing books in a library

‣ Create a database record for each person

‣ Name, contact information, expertise areas

• How to assess expertise?

- Top-down (one person assesses everyone)

- Bottom-up (people assess themselves)

‣ Most common approach since the 1980s
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Example: Webwijs
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Example: Webwijs
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Example: Webwijs
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Example: Webwijs
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Exact-match 
search only!



Problems with expertise databases

• Vocabulary problem 

• Requires explicit effort from experts

• Rapidly outdated

• Over/underestimation of expertise
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Solution: expertise search engines

• Expertise search engines can support different tasks

- Expert finding (“Who is the expert on X?”)

‣ Find the experts on a specific topic

- Expert profiling (“What is the expertise of X?”)

‣ Find out what one expert knows about different topics
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Expert finding

• Most promising approach mirrors human search behavior

- Search for relevant documents to find people (Hertzum & Pejtersen, 2005)

- Also known as document-centric expert finding

• Three steps

1. Locate relevant expertise evidence (e.g., articles, reports, etc.)

2. Associate candidate experts with the expertise evidence

3. Rank experts by their associated evidence
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Examples of expertise evidence

• Content-based evidence

- Articles, books, technical reports, etc.

- Resumes and homepages

- E-mail or forum messages

- Corporate communications

• Social evidence

- Organizational structure

- E-mail networks

- Bibliographic information
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Examples of expertise evidence

• Activity-based evidence

- Software library usage

- Search and publication history

- Project time charges
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Document-centric expert finding
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Document-centric expert finding

• Document retrieval

- Can use a regular search engine for this → saves in development costs!

• Expert association

- Difficulty depends on the type of expertise evidence

• Expert attribution

- Different methods

‣ Expert receives score of most relevant document

‣ Expert receives the sum of all his/her document relevance scores

‣ Expert receives the weighted sum of all his/her document relevance scores
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Designing a university-wide expert search engine

• Problems with old situation at Tilburg University

- New researchers at Tilburg University cannot be found

- People who do not have an expertise profile cannot be found

- Information divided over different repositories

• Solution: designing a university-wide expert search engine

- Covered 1,944 experts at Tilburg University 

- Data sources include publications (40,000+), theses (12,500+), course 
descriptions, research descriptions, self-assessed expertise areas
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Evaluating a university-wide expert search engine

• Expert-based evaluation

- Enlisted 30 Tilburg university researchers

‣ Randomly selected, proportionately divided over the different faculties

- Asked to write down a self-selected expertise area, rate their own 
expertise and that of five other university researchers

‣ Provided us with expert-assessed relevance judgments for optimization

- Query the expert search engine for this expertise area and evaluate the results

- Mean satisfaction was 3.77 on a five-point Likert scale (SD = 0.90)
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Evaluating a university-wide expert search engine

• User-based evaluation

- Comparing two systems

‣ Our expert search engine (new system)

‣ Any combination of the other information sources (expertise database, publication and 
thesis repositories, course catalog, intranet search engine) (old system) 

- with two different user groups

‣ 57 Tilburg University students (internal to Tilburg University)

‣ 44 Dutch high-school seniors (external to Tilburg University)

- that each completed six expertise seeking tasks

‣ 3 expert finding tasks

‣ 3 thesis supervisor finding tasks
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Example expert finding task:

Tax competition is a governmental strategy of 

attracting foreign direct investment and high 

value human resources by their taxation level.

A newspaper reporter is looking for experts 

on tax competition. Which experts within 

Tilburg University would you recommend?



Results: Effectiveness
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Results: Efficiency
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Results: Satisfaction & learning curve

• High satisfaction of all groups

- Overall mean satisfaction of 4.08 (SD 0.66)

• No learning curve for external users!

- Externals found 0.87 answers/minute with the new system (compared to 
0.19 for the old system)

‣ More than four times as fast!

- Internals found 0.58 answers/minute with the new system (vs. 0.22)
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Conclusions

• What do we know?

- Supporting the need to search for experts is important

- Expertise databases just don’t cut it

- Need to design search engines that successfully support expert search

- Searching for documents to find people is a good expert search strategy

- Expert search engines are more effective, efficient and satisfying to use 
than existing, disparate systems
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Conclusions

• Open questions

- Which contextual factors influence the search for experts?

‣ Media experience, topical knowledge, familiarity are all important

‣ What about other contextual information?

- Scaling problems?

‣ How can we scale up to nation-wide expert search?

- Visualization of expertise

‣ How can we best visualize the search results of an expert search engine?

‣ How should people interact with the search results of an expert search engine?
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Questions? Comments? Suggestions?
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